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Abstract

We give a quasi-polynomial time algorithm for the problem ofinterpolating sparse polynomials over
integer residue class ringsZm from their values given by a black box. This is a further development of
[10].

1 Introduction and Preliminaries

The problem of reconstructing algebraic functions from some given data reaches back into the 17th century.
Newton was among the first to discover an interpolation formula for univariate polynomials of degreed over
the integers. He also proved that at leastd+ 1 points are necessary for this purpose. It is easy to see that this
generalizes to(d+1)n points for any interpolation formula for the class of integer polynomials inn variables
with degxi � d. This number equals the number of undetermined coefficientsof some polynomialf in this
class. As this number is exponential inn such formulae can be considered to be impractical for large values
of n.

Often the numbert of nonzero coefficients of the polynomialf , hereafter denoted as the sparsity off , is
known to be small. The following question appears: Given a black box for an unknownn-variate polynomialf of degreed in each variable that ist-sparse, i.e., the sparsity off is bounded byt, is there an algorithm for
reconstructingf in time polynomial inn, t andd?

For the case of fields of characteristic zero, Zippel [12] answered the question in the affirmative, giving the
first probabilistic algorithm for this problem. Using ideasof Grigoriev and Karpinski [5], Ben-Or and Tiwari
[1] came up with a deterministic algorithm. In their seminalpaper, Clausen et al. [2] showed that the same is
not true for polynomials over finite fields. Although there exists efficient interpolation algorithms using field
extension ([2, 6, 11, 13]), interpolation over the ground field requires at least a superpolynomial number ofV (n; blog2tc) evaluations, where V (n; r) := rXi=0 �ni�:
Over the field with two elementsF2 this constitutes also an upper bound. Roth and Benedek [8] and Dür
and Grabmeier [3] gave algorithms for the sparse polynomialinterpolation problem overF2 that use this
optimal number of evaluations. For arbitrary finite fields, Werther [9, 10] has developed an algorithm using
evaluation points in a set that is only a factor polynomial int larger than a minimal set.

LetZm = f0; : : : ;m-1gdenote the integer residueclass ringZ=mZ.Weconsider theproblemof interpolating
sparse multivariate polynomials overZm. The case ofm being prime (Zm being a field) has been studied in
[9, 10]. In this paper we extend this result to arbitrarym.

To understand the difficulties that arise in transforming the interpolation algorithm from prime fields toZm,
we take a closer look at the ringZm[x1; : : : ; xn] of multivariate polynomials overZm and its relation to the�Institut für Informatik V, Römerstr. 164, Universität Bonn, 53117 Bonn, Germany
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ringP [x1; : : : ; xn] of polynomial mappings, i.e, of all mappings' :Znm!Zm that can be expressed by a
polynomial,' = 'f : a 7! f(a) for some polynomialf 2Zm[x1; : : : ; xn]. It is sufficient to consider the
case ofm being a prime power.

Section 2 deals with thisproblem where the notionof a degree-reduced polynomial is developed. We show that
for all ' 2 P [x1; : : : ; xn] there is a unique degree-reduced polynomialf with ' = 'f . Section 3 estimates
the sparsity of a degree-reduced polynomialf in terms of the sparsity of any polynomialg satisfying'f = 'g.
In Section 4, we design an interpolation algorithm fort-sparse degree-reduced polynomials. This algorithm
is also correct for arbitraryt-sparse polynomials by adjusting the parametert using the results of Section 3
(Theorem 3.2). Finally, Section 5 genearlizes the algorithm to arbitrary values ofm. A Mathematica Listing
of an implementation can be found in the appendix.

2 Degree-Reduced Polynomials

A polynomialf 2Zm[x1; : : : ; xn] induces a mapping'f :Znm!Zm; (a1; : : : ; an) 7! f(a1; : : : ; an):
Let P [x1; : : : ; xn] denote the subset of all polynomial mappings'f :Znm!Zm. Obviously,P [x1; : : : ; xn]
is a ring and the map 	m :Zm[x1; : : : ; xn] ! P [x1; : : : ; xn]f 7! 'f
is a ring homomorphism. The kernel of	m is an idealI �Zm[x1; : : : ; xn] and the ringsZm[x1; : : : ; xn]=I
andP [x1; : : : ; xn] are isomorphic. In a well-defined (black-box) interpolation problem one therefore seeks
for an element ofZm[x1; : : : ; xn]=I.

In the following we will determineI and define for all cosets ofZm[x1; : : : ; xn]=I an unique representative
inZm[x1; : : : ; xn] that is minimal in some sense. We call these polynomialsdegree-reduced polynomials.

Let us consider the univariate case first. LetIm be the kernel of	m :Zm[x]! P [x]. Im is a finite ideal and
therefore finitely generated. The first lemma tells us that itis sufficient to determineIm for m being a prime
power.

Lemma 2.1 Letm = m1m2 wherem1 andm2 are coprime. ThenIm = fm2f1 +m1f2 j f1 2 Im1 ; f2 2 Im2 g:
Proof. Obviously, the right hand side is contained inIm. Let f 2 Z[x]. For all integersm, f can be
considered as a polynomial overZm by taking coefficients modulom. If f 2 Im, then alsof 2 Im1 andf 2 Im2 . Sincem1 andm2 are coprime there existsl1 andl2 withm1l2 +m2l1 = 1:
Let f1 = l1f 2 Im1 andf2 = l2f 2 Im2 . Thenm2f1 +m1f2 = (m2l1 +m1l2)f = f:
The assertion follows. �
In the following letm be a prime power. Lemma 2.2 reduces the determination ofIm to finding a monic
polynomial of smallest degree inIm.

Lemma 2.2 Letm = pk be a prime power. For1 � l � k, letg(l) be a monic polynomial of smallest degree
in Ipl . Then Im = hpk-lg(l)ikl=1:
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Proof. Again, the right hand side is contained inIm. The other direction is proved by an induction on the
degreed of a polynomial inIm. �
If m is a prime, it is well known thatxm - x =Qa2Zm(x- a) 2Zm[x] is a monic polynomial of smallest
degree inIm. How does this generatlize to prime powersm = pk for k > 1?

The polynomial
Qa2Zm (x-a) 2Zm[x] is surely contained inIm. Since�p(x) =Qa2Zp(x-a) 2Zp, the

polynomial�kp 2 Ipk = Im is a monic polynomial of degreepk in Im. However, there are monic polynomials
of smaller degree than�kp for the general case. For any�, consider the polynomial��(x) := �-1Yi=0(x - i) 2Zpk[x]:
Let a be inZpk and consider the factorsli(a) = (a - i) of ��(a). The factorsli(a) with a � i (mod p)
are multiples ofp. For eacha 2Zpk there are at leastb�=pc factors that are multiples ofp, at leastb�=p2c of
these are multiples ofp2 and so on. In general, at leastb�=pjc factors are multiples ofpj. Thus the product
of these factors is divisible by the

Pj�1b�p-jc-th power ofp. Let us determine the smallest value of�
such that

Pj�1b�p-jc � k. Obviously,� = �(p; k) must be a multiple ofp. With the auxilary functions�(p; r) :=P1j=0brp-jc, and its quasi-inverse� (p; k) := minfr j �(p; r) � kg, we have� = p� (p; k).
Observe that� is strongly monotonically increasing in its second argument, that�(p; � (p; k) - 1) < k � �(p; � (p; k)); (1)� (p; �(p; k)) = k; (2)

and that �(p;Xj�0 ajpj) =Xi�0 6664Xj�0 ajpj-i7775 =Xi�0Xj�i ajpj-i =Xj�0 aj�(p; pj): (3)

In the sequel, we will use the abbreviations� = � (p; k), � = �(p; k), and�(l) = �(p; pl) wheneverp,k, andl are understood.

We prove that the degree� is optimal.

Lemma 2.3 There is no monic polynomial of degree less than� in Ipk .

Proof. Let g be a monic polynomial inIpk . Consider any factorization ofg (in general, this factorization
is not unique): g(x) =Ya2A(x - a):
Let d = jAj be the degree ofg. By the pidgeon hole principle there is someb 2Zpk, such that for alll � 1,A contains at mostbjAjp-lc elements that are equivalent tob modulopl. Henceg(b) 6� 0 (mod p1+Pl�1bjAjp-lc):
If jAj < �(p; k) then the left side of (1) impliesXi�1bjAjp-ic = �(p; bjAj=pc) < k:
Henceg(b) 6� 0 (mod pk). The assertion follows. �
Applying the above lemma in conjunction with Lemma 2.2 we get
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Corollary 2.4 Ipk = hpk-l �(p;l)-1Yi=0 (x- i)ikl=1 : (4)

Example. I81 = h 8Yi=0(x- i); 3 8Yi=0(x- i); 9 5Yi=0(x- i); 27 2Yi=0(x- i) i= h x9 + 45 x8 + 60 x7 + 12 x5 + 27 x4 + 26 x3 + 9 x2 + 63 x;9 x6 + 27 x5 + 36 x4 + 36 x2 + 54 x; 27 x3 + 53 x i:
For every coset[f ] of f we define a unique representative in[f ].
Definition 2.5 A polynomialf =P cixi 2Zpk[x] is calleddegree-reducediff8 0 � j < k 8 i � �(p; k- j) : ci < pj
or equivalently 8 i : ci < pk - �(p; bi=pc): (5)

As can readily be seen from Corollary 2.4, each coset contains exactly one degree-reduced polynomial.

We extend the notion of degree-reduced polynomials to the multivariate case:

Definition 2.6 A polynomialf =P c�x� 2Zpk[x1; : : : ; xn] is calleddegree-reducedif8 � : c� < pk -Pni=1 �(p; b�i=pc):
Otherwisef is calleddegree-reducible.

Again, each coset has a unique degree-reduced polynomial asits representative.

Lemma 2.7 Each coset contains exactly one degree-reduced polynomial.

Proof. To prove the lemma, it suffices to show thatpjx� is degree-reducible iffj � k-Pni=1 �(p; �i=p).
By Definition 2.5 the univariate monomialx�ii is degree-reducible inZpl[xi] iff �(p; b�i=pc) � l. Since the
variables are independent,x� is degree-reducible inZpk-j[x1; : : : ; xn] iff

Pni=1 �(p; b�i=pc) � k- j. The
assertion follows. �
3 Sparsity

In this section, we investigate the relationship between the number of terms of a polynomialf and the
corresponding degree-reduced polynomialg in the coset[f ].
We define a familyfhig of sparse polynomials generatingIm and use these polynomials to estimate the
sparsity of the degree-reduced polynomial of[f ] in terms of the sparsity off .

Defineh0(x) := xp - x and, recursively,hl+1(x) := (hl(x))p - p(pl+1 - 1)hl(x):
The degreed of hl is pl+1. Furthermore, the expanded form ofhl isxd + cd-(p-1)xd-(p-1) + cd-2(p-1)xd-2(p-1) + : : : ; (6)

as can be seen by induction onl. The main property ofhl is characterized by the following lemma.
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Lemma 3.1 For all l and alla 2Z,hl(a) is divisible byp�(l).
By Lemma 2.3,�(l) is the largest power ofp for which the above statement holds.

Proof. The proof is by induction onl. For l = 0 the statement follows from the well known fact thatxp - x � 0 (mod p). Using the induction hypothesis forl we can writehl(x) = p�(l)g(x) for some
functiong :Z!Z. Thus, using the definition ofhl+1, we havehl+1(x) = (g(x)p�(l))p - ppl+1-1g(x)p�(l) (7)= gp(x)pp�(l) - g(x)ppl+1-1+�(l) :
Furthermore, p�(l) = p lXj=0 pj = �(l + 1) - 1 = pl+1 + �(l) - 1
and, for some~g :Z!Z,g(x)p - g(x) = p~g(x). Therefore, (7) simplifies tohl+1(x) = p�(l+1)-1(g(x)p - g(x)) = p�(l+1)~g(x):
The statement follows. �
Let r =Pi aipi be inp-adic expansion. Then using the additivity (3) of� we conclude thatp�(p;r) dividesgr = ha00 ha11 � � � :
Consequently,pk dividesg�(p;k). Also, observe thatg�(p;k) is of the form (6) and its degree is�(p; k).
Therefore we have Ipk = hpk-lg�(p;l)ikl=1:
The degree-reduced polynomial of a coset[f ] can be computed by adding an appropriate element fromIm.
If f is a monomialxL, then subtracting a polynomialxdg� of degreeL from xL will only introduce termsxl, such thatL - l is a multiple ofp - 1. Hence the degree-reduced polynomialg of [xL] is of the form (6)
with d < �(p; k). Furthermore,g never contains a constant term, except forL = 0.

The following theorem bounds the sparsity of the degree-reduced representative of the coset of some
multivariate monomial.

Theorem 3.2 Letx� 2Zpk[x1; : : : ; xn]bea multivariatemonomial.Then thedegree-reduced representativef of [x�] consists of at most 2k-1�n- 2+ kk - 1 �
terms.

If n = 1 the above discussion shows that this number can also be bounded by�(p; k)=(p- 1).
Proof. Given a monomialx�, we count the number of degree-reduced monomialsx� satisfying8 i : �i � �i (mod p- 1): (8)

Monomials that do not satisfy (8) can not be introduced during the calculation of the degree-reduced
polynomial in[x�]. A degree-reduced monomialx� satisfiesnXi=1b�(p; b�i=pc) < k:
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Sincel � �(p; l), any degree-reduced polynomial also satisfiesnXi=1 �(�i) � k - 1; (9)

where�(�i) = b�i=pc. Therefore, the sparsity of the degree-reduced polynomialin [x�] is bounded from
above by the number of monomials satisfying (8) and (9). Since two different values of�i differ by at leastp - 1 there are at most two values of�i with the same value of�(�i). Since for�i 6= 0 also�i 6= 0, there is
only one possible value for�i in f1; : : : ; p- 1g. This implies that the value of�i with �(�i) = 0 is unique.
Thus there are at most2k-1 different� such that for alli the value of�(�i) is the same.

The numberR(n; k) of n-tuples(�1; : : : ; �n) of non negative integers with
Pni=1 �i � k - 1 is the number

of � that differ in at least one component of(�(�1); : : : ; �(�n)) and satisfy (9). This number can be estimated
by the following recursion formula:R(n; k) � R(n - 1; k)+R(n- 1; k- 1)+ : : :+ R(n- 1; 1)
with the basisR(n; 1) = 1. One can easily check thatR(n; k) � �n- 2+ kk - 1 �;
using the parallel summation formula for binomial coefficients (c.f. page 174 of [4]).

It follows that the total number of degree-reduced monomials that can be derived from a monomial is bounded
by 2k-1�n-2+kk-1 �. �
Corollary 3.3 Let f 2Zpk[x1; : : : ; xn] bet-sparse. Then the degree-reduced polynomialg in [f ] consists
of at most 2k-1�n- 2+ kk - 1 �t
monomials.

4 Interpolation modulo prime powers

In this section, we develop an interpolation algorithm for degree-reducedt-sparse multivariate polynomials
overZpk. Our algorithm is derived from an interpolation algorithm for t-spare multivariate polynomials over
finite fields ([9],[10]).

In order to avoid a clumpsy notation, letr = dlog(t+ 1)e. Thent � 2r - 1.

The following simple lemma reveals a recursive definition ofmultivariate polynomials and is crucial for the
algorithm. We call a polynomialh 2 Zpk[x1; : : : ; xn] degree-bounded, if degxi h < � := �(p; k) for all1 � i � n.

Lemma 4.1 Let f 2Zpk[x1; : : : ; xn] be a(2r - 1)-sparse degree-bounded polynomial. Rewritef asf(x1; : : : ; xn) = �Xi=0 xinfi(x1; : : : ; xn-1): (10)

Let f+ = f0 + : : :+ f�-1: (11)

Then all but at most one of the coefficient polynomials, sayfj , are (2r-1 - 1)-sparse, andf+ andfj are(2r-1)-sparse. Furthermore, iff is degree-reduced, the subpolynomialsfi are degree-reduced polynomials
inZpk0[x1; : : : ; xn-1] for k0 = k - �(p; bi=pc).
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Proof. The assertion on the sparsity of the polynomials is obvious from the pigeon hole principle. For the
second part of the lemma consider any subtermcx�11 x�22 � � �x�nn of f . If f is degree-reduced we havec < pk -Pni=1 �(p; b�i=pc)
by Definition 2.6. The above term is absorbed inf�n andcx�11 x�22 � � �x�n-1n-1 is the corresponding subterm
of f�n . Note that c < pk0 -Pn-1i=1 �(p; b�i=pc)
for k0 = k-�(p; b�n=pc) (furthermore, this is the smallest possiblek0 in general). Thusf�n can be thought
of as a degree-reduced polynomial overZpk0. �
Following [10], we proceed using a recursive scheme. Given the values off at certain points, we compute
values for the subpolynomials. Then, the subpolynomials are reconstructed from these values, and finally,
the subpolynomials determinef .

It is important to construct a set of appropriate points at which f is evaluated. First, the points in this setS must contain enough information theoretic content to uniquely determinef . Second, for the recursive
approach the set of points at which the subpolynomials are evaluated must have the same structure asS.

The following set satisfies both requirements:S�(n; r) := f(a1; : : : ; an) 2 f0; : : : ; � - 1gn j #fi j ai 6= 1g � blog rcg:
The values off at certain points are related to those of the subpolynomialsfi via a linear system of equation,
a so called Vandermonde system. More precisely, the following lemma holds.

Lemma 4.2 Let f be a degree-reduced polynomial inZpk[x1; : : : ; xn] and letfi the subpolynomials off
defined by Equation (10). Then for alla 2 (Zpk)n-10BBB@ f(a; 0)f(a; 1)

...f(a; � - 1) 1CCCA = 0BBB@ 00 01 � � � 0�-110 11 � � � 1�-1
...

...
...

...1 � - 1 � � � (� - 1)�-1 1CCCA �0BBB@ f0(a)f1(a)
...f�-1(a) 1CCCA (12)

Furthermore, if(c0; : : : ; c�-1) and(d0; : : : ; d�-1) are two solutions of (12), thenci � di (mod pk-�(p;bi=pc)) (13)

Proof. The first statement is elementary, the second follows from Corollary 2.4. �
We will call a solution(c0; : : : ; c�-1) degree-reduced, if the corresponding polynomialf = P�i=0 cixi is
degree-reduced. Now we can prove the following important property ofS�(p;k)(n; r).
Lemma 4.3 Let f 2 Zpk[x1; : : : ; xn] be a nonvanishing degree-bounded(2r+1 - 1)-sparse polynomial.
Then there is ana 2 S�(p;k)(n; r) with f(a) 6= 0.

Proof. We proceed by induction onn andr. If n = 1, f is a univariate polynomial.Sincef is nonvanishing,
the degree-reduced polynomial~f in [f ] is nonzero. Lemma 4.2 implies that at least one of the valuesf(0); : : : ; f(� - 1) is nonzero. Ifr = 0, f consists of at most one monomial. Hence iff is nonzero, then
alsof(1; : : : ; 1) 6= 0. As can easily be verified, the corresponding setsS�(1; r) andS�(n; 0) contain the
necessary test elements.

For the induction step letn > 1 and assume the correctness of the lemma for all values smaller thann.
Analogously to (10),f has the decompositionf(x1; : : : ; xn) = x0nf0(x1; : : : ; xn-1)+ : : :+ x�-1n f�-1(x1; : : : ; xn-1):
Consider the following two cases:
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� f+ = f0 + : : :+ f�-1 is nonzero. Sincef+ is a(2r+1 - 1)-sparse(n- 1)-variate polynomial, by the
induction hypothesis forn - 1, f+ can be separated from zero by some elementa 2 S�(n - 1; r).
Thus(a; 1) 2 S�(n; r) separatesf from zero.� f+ is zero. Then at least one of thefi is a nonzero(2r - 1)-sparse(n - 1)-variate polynomial. By
the induction hypothesis there is somea 2 S�(n - 1; r- 1) with fi(a) 6= 0. Plugginga into the firstn - 1 variables makesf a nonzero univariate polynomial. Using the induction hypothesis forn = 1,
we have at least one nonzero value amongf(a; 0); f(a; 1); : : : ; f(a; � - 1). By the given structure of
the set,S�(n; r) contains the points(a; 0); : : : ; (a; � - 1). � .

This lemma implies that evaluating at the points inS�(n; r) is sufficient for reconstructing any(2r-1)-sparse
degree-reduced polynomial.

Corollary 4.4 Leth be a(2r-1)-sparse degree-bounded polynomial inZpk[x1; : : : ; xn]. Thenh is uniquely
determined by its values atS�(p;k)(n; r).
Proof. Supposeh1 andh2 are degree-bounded(2r - 1)-sparse polynomials and take the same values atS�(n; r). Thenf = h1 - h2 is a degree-bounded(2r+1 - 1)-sparse nonzero polynomial that evaluates to
zero at all points ofS�(n; r). This contradicts Lemma 4.3. �
In the following we assume all polynomials in question to be degree-bounded.

Instead of the setS�(n; r) the algorithm uses a list that is adopted to the recursive structure of the algorithm.
This list, hereafter also denoted byS�(n; r), consists of� copies of the listS�(n - 1; r - 1) (for the
subpolynomialsfi) and a listS�(n- 1; r) (for the polynomialf+). It is easy to see that the size of the list is
bounded by jS�(n; r)j � �r+1V (n; r): (14)

But there are difficulties in transforming Corollary 4.4 into an efficient algorithm. First of all, given the values
of f at the points inS�(p;k)(n; r) the algorithm should output a uniquely determined polynomial from [f ].
If we choose this polynomial to be the unique degree-reducedpolynomial in [f ], then the sparsity might
increase (Theorem 3.2). Therefore we restrict ourselves todegree-reduced polynomials. Compare this to the
case of finit fields, where the notions of degree-bounded polynomials and degree-reduced polynomials are
identical (c.f. [10]).

There are two more problems. The first also appears in [10]: given a(2r-1)-sparsef , we are not guaranteed
that all subpolynomialsfi of the decomposition (10) are(2r-1 - 1)-sparse.

The following lemma is the key for solving this problem.

Lemma 4.5 Let f , f+, andfi, 0 � i < � be specified as in Lemma 4.1. Let0 � j < � andgj be such that#gj � 2r-1 - 1 and#(fj - gj) > 2r. Then#gj +#(f+ - gj) > 2r:
Proof. Using the triangle inequatlity#gj > 2r -#fj we obtain#gj +#(f+ - gj) > 2r -#fj +#(Xi 6=j fi + (fj - gj))> 2r -#fj + 2r -#(Xi 6=j fi) (triangle inequality)= 2 � 2r -#fj -#(Xi 6=j fi) � 2r: �
Lemma 4.5 implies a method to check the correctness of the subpolynomials returned by recursive calls.
Having detected the possibly incorrect polynomial, the correct polynomial can easily computed using (11).
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The second problem is new: the Vandermonde system (12) is singular, i.e., the solution of the system is
not unique. This singularity is directly coupled with the fact that there might exist many degree-bounded
polynomials that lie in the same coset. This in turn does not mean that the subpolynomials also lie in the same
cosets. Merely, the different solutions of the Vandermondesystem corresponds to different degree-bounded
subpolynomials. We solve this problem by reconstructing theuniquedegree-reduced polynomial in the coset.

We compute the subpolynomialsf0; : : : ; f�-1 in groupsfjp; : : : ; fjp+p-1 of p polynomials starting fromf�-p; : : : ; f�-1 (thusj runs from� - 1 down to 0). These(n- 1)-variate polynomials can be considered as
being polynomials overZpk0 for k0 = k - �(p; j) (Corollary 2.4). Using the Vandermonde sytem (12) we

compute the values of these polynomials modulopk0. The recursion step with appropriate parameters will
return the polynomialsfi for jp � i < (j + 1)p. Since these polynomials are known we can use the values
of the modified polynomial~f = f -Pjp�i<(j+1)p fi for the next smaller value ofj.
But there is still a catch. Again, we are not guaranteed that thefi are reconstructed correctly. To compute the
groupfjp; : : : ; fjp+p-1 correctly, we do not only use the recursion step for these polynomials, but also for the
polynomialsfi, i < jp considering these also as polynomials overZpk0 (this does not increase the sparsity offi). Now we use the test implied by Lemma 4.5. Finally, this gives the correct polynomialsfjp; : : : ; fjp+p-1.

After the description of the main ideas we sketch the algorithm.

Input: the number of variablesn, an integerr, such that the sparsityt � 2r -1, a primep, a nonnegative
exponentk, the setS = S�(p;k)(n; r) together with valuesy(a) for all a 2 S.

Output: the unique degree-reduced(2r - 1)-sparse polynomialf 2 Zpk[x1; : : : ; xn] with f(a) = y(a)
for all a 2 S, if it exists, “failure” otherwise.

Step 1: Treat the casesn = 0, r = 0, and8 a 2 S : y(a) = 0.

Step 2: Compute for all0 � i < �(p; k) =: � the values offi atS�(n - 1; r - 1) selecting the degree-
reduced solution from the Vandermonde system (12). Set� = � (p; k). The values off+(a) fora 2 S�(n- 1; r) are copied from those ofy(a; 1).

Step 3: if n = 1 then constructf elseperform Step 4.

Step 4: for j = � - 1 down to 0 do

1. Computek0 = k - �(p; j), � 0 = �(p; k0).
2. For0 � i < (j + 1)p compute the values offi at points inS�0(n - 1; r - 1) modulopk0.
3. Compute the values off+ at points inS�0 (n- 1; r) modulopk0 .
4. For0 � i < (j + 1)p call the procedure recursively for the polynomialsfi with parametern- 1, r - 1, p, k0 and the setS�0 (n- 1; r - 1) together with the corresponding values.

5. Call the procedure recursively for the polynomialf+ with parametern- 1, r, p, k0 and the
setS�0(n- 1; r) together with the corresponding values.

6. if f+ = “failed” of two fi = “failed” then return “failed”.

7. if onefi = “failed” then l := i elseuse Lemma 4.5 to find out the indexl of the possibly
incorrect polynomial.

8. if jp � l < (j + 1)p then correct the polynomial using (11).

9. Compare the values offi, jp � i < (j + 1)p modulopk with those obtained in Step 2 and
compute a solution of the Vandermonde system that is consistent with these values.

Step 5: Constructf via (10). Returnf , if it is (2r - 1)-sparse, otherwise return “failure”.

It remains to show the correctness of the algorithm and to give a running time analysis.

Theorem 4.6 The above algorithm is correct, i.e., it computes the outputdata from the input data.
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Proof. The proof is by induction onn andr. The basis of inductionn = 0 or r = 0 is trivial. The casen = 1 is handled in Step 3. The coefficientsci of f are just the valuesfi. Now consider the casen > 1. The
decomposition off into degree-reduced subpolynomial as in (10) is unique.

We prove by induction onj, j = � - 1; : : : ; 0, that the input of the recursive calls is computed correctly. Let0 � j � �-1 and suppose that the polynomialsfi, i � (j+1)p are known. Ifj < �-1 then the polynomialsfi, i � (j + 1)p were obtained in the previous iteration and proved to be correct by induction hypothesis,
otherwise the setffi j i � (j + 1)pg is empty. In the first case, Step 4.9 of the previous iterationgives a
solution of (12) that is consistent withfi, i � (j + 1)p. By Lemma 4.2, the polynomialsfjp; : : : ; fjp+p-1
can be considered as polynomials overZpk0 for k0 = k - �(p; j). Furthermore, the polynomialsfi, i < jp
can be considered overZpk0 and by Lemma 4.2 any solution to (12) will give the same valuesmodulopk0.
Especially, Steps 4.2 and 4.3 are well defined. Furthermore,the sparsity of the polynomialsfi, i < jp, when
considered as polynomials overZpk0, does not increase.

The main induction hypothesis onn andr implies that for alli the recursive call returns either the polynomialfi, some polynomialgi that coincide withfi on the setS�(p;k0)(n - 1; r - 1), or the value “failed”. The
polynomialfi is returned, if the valuesy(a) attached to the points ina 2 S�(p;k0)(n - 1; r- 1) correspond
to a (2r-1 - 1)-sparse polynomial. A similar statement holds forf+. By Lemma 4.1, the following may
happen:� The value of the recursive call forf+ is “failed” or the value of at least two recursive calls forfi are

“failed”. Then there is no(2r - 1)-sparse polynomial satisfying the requirements of the algorithm and
“failed” is returned.� The value of one recursive call forfi is “failed”. Then this polynomial can be corrected by (11) and
the polynomialf can be constructed.� All recursive calls return a polynomial but polynomialfi is detected to be incorrect by means of
Lemma 4.5. Then this polynomial can be corrected by (11) and the polynomialf can be constructed.� All recursive calls return a polynomial and all are proved tobe correct. Thenf can be constructed
from these polynomials.

These cases are handled in Steps 4.6 - 4.8. Now the polynomialsfjp; : : : ; fjp+p-1 are computed correctly.
Step 4.9 computes a consistent solution of (12) settling theinduction hypothesis for the next smaller value
of j. Finally, Step 5 outputs the specified data. �
Theorem 4.7 The algorithm with parametern, r, p, andk usesO(nkpk(pk)r+1V (n; r))
arithmetic operation with integers bounded bypk.

Proof. We simplify the analysis of the algorithm using the estimation�(p; k) � pk. Fix p and letT (n; r; k)
be the number of arithmetic operation performed by the algorithm with parametern, r andk. The amount of
time used by the algorithm is majorized by Step 2 and the recursion step (Step 4). Step 2 can be completed in(pk)2jSpk(n- 1; r- 1)j+ jSpk(n- 1; r)j � pkSpk(n; r)
arithmetic steps. The amount of operations of the recursionstep can be estimated bykXj=1 T (n- 1; r; j)+ kXj=1(k - j + 1)T (n- 1; r- 1; j)+ c0pkjSpk(n; r)j
for some constantc0. Since the work is dominated by Steps 2 and 4, there is ac such that the following
recurrence relation holdsT (n; r; k) � kXj=1[T (n- 1; r; j)+ kT (n - 1; r - 1; j)]+ cpkjSpk(n; t)j (15)
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Using the fact thatjS�(n; r)j = jS�(n- 1; r)j+ �jS�(n- 1; r- 1)j it is easy to verify thatT (n; r; k) := cnkpkjSpk(n; r)j
is a solution of (15). SincejS�(p;k)j � �(r+1)V (n; r) by (14), the assertion follows. �
5 Interpolation in general rings

In this section we extend the results of the previous sectionto general integer residue class ringsZm. The
main tool is the Chinese Remainder Theorem. We will use it in the following form (c.f. [7]).

Theorem 5.1 Chinese Remainder Theorem
Let m be an integer andq1; : : : ; ql be pairwise relatively prime with

Qli=1 qi = m. Let 0 � ai < qi,1 � i � l be integers. Then there exists a unique0 � a � m, such that for all1 � i � l, ai � a (mod qi).
We apply the Chinese Remainder Theorem in the following situation. Letm be an integer and a polynomialf 2Zm[x1; : : : ; xn] be given. Letq1 = pk11 ; : : : ; ql = pkll be the prime powers appearing inm. Thenf can
be considered as a polynomialgi 2Zqi[x1; : : : ; xn]. It is important to note that the sparsity ofgi is at most
the sparsityt = 2r - 1 of f .

Therefore, for all1 � i � l we can evaluate the black box forf at points atS(i) = S�(pi;ki)(n; r) and reduce
these values modulopkii . This gives the values ofgi at points inS(i). The interpolation algorithm of the
previous section will computegi from these values. Using the Chinese Remainder Theorem in the opposite
direction, the polynomialsgi give a polynomial from[f ] of sparsity at mosttl. This can then be reduced to
thet-sparsef without any extra cost

Observe, thatS�(n; r) � S�0(n; r) whenever� < �0. Therefore, we query the blackbox atS�0 (n; r) for�0 = max1�i�lf�(pi; ki)g.
Altogether, we have the following main result.

Theorem 5.2 Given a black box for a(2r - 1)-sparse degree-reduced polynomialf 2 Zm[x1; : : : ; xn].
Let the prime decomposition ofm = pk11 � � �pkll , k0 = maxfkig and� 0 = maxf�(pi; ki)g. Then there is an
algorithm for reconstructingf using jS�0(n; r)j
queries to the black box and O(lmnk0 jS�0(n; r)j
arithmetic operation with integers bounded bym.

Using Theorem 5.2 in conjunction with Corollary 3.3 gives

Corollary 5.3 Given a black box for a(2r - 1)-sparse polynomialf 2 Zm[x1; : : : ; xn]. Let the prime
decomposition ofm = pk11 � � �pkll , k0 = maxfkig, r0 = r+ k0 + log �n-2-k0k0-1 �- 1, and� 0 = maxf�(pi; ki)g.
Then there is an algorithm for reconstructingf usingjS�0(n; r0)j
queries to the black box and O(lmnk0 jS�0(n; r0)j
arithmetic operation with integers bounded bym.
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A The Mathematica Listing

RingInter[n_,r_,p_,k_, evalf_] :=
(* RingInter creates a polynomial over Z_(pˆk) with at most

2ˆr-1 terms in variables x[1],...,x[n], that satisfies the
point-value pairs given by evalf *)

Module[{Levalf, (* list of evaluations of subpolynomials o f f *)
A, (* Vandermonde Matrix for computing the values *)

AI, (* LUP decomposition of A *)
vec, (* vector used with A and argument of f *)

i,j,l, (* index variables *)
tau, (* parameter dependent on p and k *)

nu, (* parameter dependent on p and k *)
kNew, (* parameter for recursion *)
mNew, (* parameter for recursion *)

nuNew, (* parameter for recursion *)
index, (* parameter for recursion *)

AuxLevalf, (* auxilary list of evaluations *)
f, (* resulting polynomial *)

fAux, (* auxilary polynomial *)
Lf, (* list of subpolynomials *)

flag, (* auxilary boolean variable *)
m = pˆk, (* size of the ring *)

failindex = 0, (* index for error recovery *)
t = 2ˆr-1}, (* bound on the number of terms of f *)

If[n <= 0, (* RingInter may never be called with *)
Return[failed] (* a nonpositive number of variables *)

];

If[Length[evalf] < 1, (* RingInter may never be called with * )
Return[failed] (* an empty list *)

];

If[r == 0, (* if r=0 then the polynomial must be *)
If[evalf[[1,n+1]] == 0, (* the constant 0 *)

Return[0],
Return[failed]

]
];

(* now n>=1 and r>=1 *)

For[i=1,i<=Length[evalf] && evalf[[i,n+1]] == 0, i++,];
(* check whether all values of the *)
(* list are zero *)

If[i>Length[evalf] && evalf[[i-1,n+1]] == 0, Return[0]];
(* if this is the case return the *)
(* zero polynomial *)

tau = Tau[p,k];
nu = p tau;
Levalf = ExtractList[evalf,n,nu];

(* otherwise compute a list of the *)
(* evaluations of the subfunctions *)
(* and compute the right values *)

Lf = Table[0, {i,1,nu+1}];
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If[n==1, (* if n=1 the subpolynomials must *)
A = Vandermonde[nu,m];
AI = LUPdecompose[A,nu,m];
vec = Table[Levalf[[j,1,1]], {j,1,nu}];
vec = InvProd[AI[[2]],AI[[1]],vec,nu,m];
For[i=1,i<=nu,i++, (* be constants *)

Lf[[i]] = vec[[i]]
],

(*Else*) (* otherwise we continue as follows *)
For[j=tau,j>=1,j--, (* the fi split into tau groups each *)

(* of which we compute separately *)
failindex = 0;
kNew = k-Sigma[p,j-1];
mNew = pˆ(kNew);
index = p*j; (* set up new values for k,m and nu *)
nuNew = Nu[p,kNew];

AuxLevalf = Table[{},{i,1,index+1}];
(* and auxilary lists *)

A = Vandermonde[index,mNew];
AI = LUPdecompose[A,index,mNew];
count = 0;
For[i=1,i<=Length[Levalf[[1]]],i++,

flag = True;
For[l=1,l<n,l++,

If[Levalf[[1,i,l]] >= nuNew,
flag = False, Break[]

]
];
If[flag,

count += 1;
vec = Table[Levalf[[l,i,n]], {l,1,index}];
vec = InvProd[AI[[2]],AI[[1]],vec,index,mNew];
For[l=1,l<=index,l++,

AuxLevalf[[l]] = Append[AuxLevalf[[l]],Levalf[[1,i]]] ;
AuxLevalf[[l,count,n]] = vec[[l]];

]
];

];

For[i=1,i<= Length[Levalf[[nu+1]]],i++,
vec = Levalf[[nu+1,i]];
flag = True;
For[l=1,l<n,l++,

If[vec[[l]] >= mNew,
(* that contain only evaluations at *)
(* small points *)

flag = False; Break[]
]

];
If[flag,

vec[[n]] = Mod[vec[[n]],mNew];
(* furthermore the value is reduced *)

AuxLevalf[[index+1]] = Append[AuxLevalf[[index+1]],ve c]
]

]; (* end for i *)
fAux = RingInter[n-1,r,p,kNew,AuxLevalf[[index+1]]];
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(* the values for f+ are correct as *)
(* they are copies from the input, *)
(* thus we can interpolate f+ *)

If[fAux == failed, (* if f+ can not be interpolated *)
Return[failed] (* correctly that f can’t *)

];

Lf[[nu+1]] = fAux; (* otherwise store f+ *)

For[i=1,i<= Length[Levalf[[1]]],i++,
vec = Levalf[[1,i]];
flag = True;
For[l=1,l<n,l++,

If[vec[[l]] >= mNew,
(* that contain only evaluations at *)
(* small points *)

flag = False; Break[]
]

];
If[flag,

For[l=1,l<=index,l++,
vec = Levalf[[l,i]];
vec[[n]] = Mod[vec[[n]],mNew];

(* furthermore the value is reduced *)
AuxLevalf[[l]] = Append[AuxLevalf[[l]],vec]

]
]

]; (* end for i *)
(* using these auxilary lists we can *)
(* compute the polynomials f_(p j-p) *)
(* to f_(p j -1) *)

For[i=1,i<=index,i++,
fAux = RingInter[n-1,r-1,p,kNew,AuxLevalf[[i]]];
If[fAux == failed,

If[failindex == 0, failindex = i,
Return[failed]

]
];
Lf[[i]] = fAux

];

If[failindex == 0,
For[i=1,i<=index && failindex == 0,i++,

fAux = PolynomialMod[Expand[Lf[[nu+1]] - Lf[[i]]],mNew] ;
If[PolynomialLength[fAux] + PolynomialLength[Lf[[i]]] > t,

failindex = i
]

]
];
If[failindex > p (j-1),

Lf[[failindex]] = 0;
Lf[[failindex]] = PolynomialMod[Expand[Lf[[nu+1]]

- Sum[Lf[[i]],{i,1,nu}]],mNew]
];

If[j>1,
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For[i=p*j, i>=p (j-1)+1,i--,
For[l=1,l<=Length[Levalf[[i]]],l++,

a =Levalf[[i,l,n]] - EvalPoly[Lf[[i]],Delete[Levalf[[i ,l]],n]];
Levalf[[i-p+1,l,n]] = PolynomialMod[Levalf[[i-p+1,l,n ]] +

Levalf[[i,l,n]] -
EvalPoly[Lf[[i]],Delete[Levalf[[i,l]],n]],m];

]
]

];

] (* end for j *)
]; (* end if n=1 *)

f = PolynomialMod[Expand[Sum[Lf[[i]] * x[n]ˆ(i-1), {i,1, nu}]],m];
If[PolynomialLength[f] > t, Return[failed], Return[f]]

]
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